
Anti UV Cover
Product Information

Anti-UV brings both UV stability and excellent physical protection into one 
product. A 210 gsm twill weave polypropylene cover that is used to protect 
the Silostop Orange silage film from degrading sunlight and environmental 
damage.  Anti-UV cover are reusable with a 2000 Kly UV stability ensuring a 
long lifespan in all environments.

Anti-UV creates a UV barrier providing 100% shading for non UV stable silage 
films whilst also protecting films from bird and wildlife damage and holding 
them in place against the silage surface. When combined with Silostop 
Orange the complete system generates up to 60% less plastic waste than 
conventional covering systems.

Anti-UV is applied on top of Silostop Orange and weighted down with gravel 
bags around the perimeter and left to right across the clamp or bunker. Where 
two separate Covers join there should be a 1.5m overlap which should match 
the overlap of the Silostop Orange sheets below. This join should then be 
secured with a  line of gravel bags. When removed Anti- UV Covers should be 
rolled and stored undercover away from direct sunlight.
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Anti UV Cover
Technical information
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The information contained herein is based on our present knowledge and given in good faith. However, this 
shall not constitute a guarantee for any specific product characteristic and shall not establish a legally valid 
contract. Accordingly, the user shall determine the suitability of the products for their intended use prior to 
purchase and shall assume all risk and liability in the connection therewith. The information contained herein 
is under constant review and may be modified from time to time. Notification of all modifications will be made 
at the time of publication.

Raw - material  100% Virgin Polypropylene Woven
UV Stabilized

Shading 100%

Weight 210 gsm

Loop tensile strength 300 N

Colour

Thread

Mesh count

Weaving construction Twill

UV Resistance 2000 KLy

Opacity 100%


